“If you hold this book in your hand, words will fail
you. 1136 pages, more than 9000 photos, 2.5 inches
thick, 11 x 8.5 inches large, and almost 8 lbs heavy!
If you turn to the first pages you are lost. You forget
the time and you are lost in the apparently infinite
information explosion contained in this work . . . for
the Hapkidoin it is a treasure chest full of information
and impulses . . . If I had the choice to take a book
with me onto a lonely island, I would decide on this
book . . . An absolute must for any Hapkidoin!
– H apkidoshop . com
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“Hapkido is an overwhelming achievement. Its compre
hensiveness and the quality of the writing and design
are unmatched in martial arts literature. The author's
integration of history, philosophy, and technique into
the larger framework of martial arts as a whole makes
this book invaluable to any martial artist. Tedeschi's
treatment of weapons techniques is honest, practical,
and well worth studying.”
– N icklaus S uino , author of The Art of Japanese Swordsmanship
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✰✰✰✰✰ An Encyclopedia of Hapkido and Martial Arts
Praise For Marc tedeschi’s “Hapkido”

“This book is in my experience the most comprehensive
ever written on a single martial art. It is superbly
organized, highly informative, and contains thousands
of outstanding photographs. An authoritative
presentation of basic principles and techniques,
integrated with modern innovations, makes this work
indispensable to martial artists of virtually any style.”
– P rofessor W ally J ay
“Within minutes of opening Marc Tedeschi’s new
book, Hapkido, you know you have your hands
on an exceptional work. Hapkido is an enormous,
comprehensive, detailed, beautifully illustrated and,
somehow, very personal reference work for those who
want to learn about this fascinating martial art . . .
an astonishing degree of detail . . . It covers so much
ground and its material is so well presented that no
martial arts library will again be complete without it.”
– J ournal of A sian M artial A rts
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“This book is simply outstanding. The depth and
volume of information provided is impressive to say
the least. Presented in large format on quality paper,
it covers the width and breadth of Hapkido. The
overview contains interviews with all prominent
grandmasters, including Yong-Sul Choi . . . It covers
everything from the basics to weapons and protecting
others. As a bonus, it includes extensive acupressure
diagrams and descriptions. It treats Hapkido as a
science without losing its art form.”
– A mazon . com
“The best martial arts book ever published . . .
a new level of clarity and intellectual precision . . .
a monumental accomplishment, nothing less.”
– I roncrane . com
“Without a doubt the best works on martial arts
today are those written by Marc Tedeschi . . .
great reference for anyone who is serious about
learning or teaching the martial arts.”
– P rofessor W illy C ahill , Two-time Olympic Judo Coach
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